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Japan earthquake: as it happened March 15

The Telegraph's coverage of the aftermath of the Japanese earthquake and tsunami on
March 15 amid fears of a nuclear disaster.

A patient in a wheelchair is helped by attendants as they evacuate from a tsunami-affected hospital at Otsuchi,
northeastern Japan Photo: AP

Nick Collins and Laura Roberts

6:00AM GMT 16 Mar 2011

• Radiation leak at Fukushima nuclear site after explosion and fire

• Concrete shell of reactor 'no longer sealed'

• At least 3,373 people killed, with a further 6,746 missing

• Two aftershocks measuring 6.1 and 5.8 cause panic in Tokyo

• FTSE and Dow Jones down after Nikkei plummets

00.19 The Nikkei rallied on opening on Wednesday, up 6 per cent.

23.41 Matt Alt, a writer living in Tokyo, tweets:

Elevated rad levels in Toyko as of this morning, but still too low to cause any actual harm.

Nerve-wracking but not dangerous at this point.

23.36 Meanwhile Tokyo Electric Power Company has said an estimated 70 per cent of the nuclear

http://twitter.com/Matt_Alt
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fuel rods inside reactor 1 at Fukushima Daiichi have been damaged, along with 33 per cent of the rods

inside reactor 2, the Kyodo news agency reports. The reactors' cores are believed to have melted

partially when their cooling systems malfunctioned.

23.33 Reuters is reporting that Tepco says its is considering dispersing boric acid over reactor four

from a helicopter.

23.32 Quake-prone Chile is thinking twice about atomic power as a solution to its pressing energy

needs. "Until Japan's earthquake I was a supporter of nuclear energy. Now I have my doubts,"

said Senator Jaime Orpis, a member of the Democratic Independent Union (UDI), a party in

President Sebastian Pinera's governing coalition.

Chile, like Japan, has a history of powerful earthquakes and destructive tsunamis. Just a year ago in

February, an 8.8 magnitude quake, followed by a tsunami, killed more than 500 people. Unlike Japan,

Chile has only two small research reactors, but the Pinera government has been actively exploring

nuclear power as an alternative source of power.

23.30 Minoru Ogoda, a spokesman for the Japanese nuclear safety agency, tells AFP: "We have

received information from [the Tokyo Electric Power Company] that the fire and smoke is now

invisible and it appears to have gone out of its own accord."

23.25 Another official tweet from Noriyuki Shikata Deputy Cabinet Secretary for Public Relations:

Fire does not appear to be continuing at Unit 4 any longer=TEPCO

23.22 A spokesman for the Tokyo Electric Power Company (Tepco) has said: "At around 0545 today,

our employee carrying batteries to the control room discovered smoke billowing from the building of

reactor 4 [at Fukushima Daiichi]."

23.18 Local report that government officials claim that the fire at reactor four is now coming under

control. NHK is reporting that the flames are no longer visible.

23.17 TimeOutTokyo tweets that public broadcaster NHK reported:

The possibility of a hydrogen explosion is high following a fire outbreak at reactor four

(7.50am, March 16)

23.15 A General Electric Co engineer said he resigned 35 years ago over concern about the safety of

http://twitter.com/norishikata
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a nuclear reactor design used in the now crippled Fukushima Daiichi plant in Japan. Dale Bridenbaugh

said the "Mark 1" design had "not yet been designed to withstand the loads" that could be experienced

in a large-scale accident. He said:

"At the time, I didn't think the utilities were taking things seriously enough. I felt some of the

plants should have been shut down while the analysis was completed, and GE and the

utilities didn't want to do that, so I left."

Bridenbaugh said that to the best of his knowledge, the design flaws he had identified were addressed

at the Daiichi plant, requiring "a fairly significant expense."

22.52 Kyodo news agency reports that the storage pool in reactor four - where the spent fuel rods are

kept - may be boiling. Tepco says readings are showing high levels of radiation in the building, so it is

inaccessible. Radiation levels had fallen late on Tuesday but remained abnormal.

22.49 New reports from Sky saying that the "new" fire at reactor 4 took hold because the first fire

(and explosion) from Tuesday morning local time was never properly extinguished. AP reports:

Utility says new fire at Japan nuclear reactor erupted because first one was not extinguished.

22.38 Mark Dubois, of Medecins Sans Frontieres, says elderly people have also found their regular

medical treatment has been interupted: "People who have hypertension, diabetes, other chronic

illnesses where they would normally have to go and see their doctors on a regular basis. We're seeing

a lot of that and we're having to respond to that," he told the BBC.

22.30 Meanwhile Putin has announced that Russia will build a $9.4 billion nuclear power plant for
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Belarus.

22.26 Another official tweet from Noriyuki Shikata Deputy Cabinet Secretary for Public Relations:

At 5:45 am a fire broke out at No. 4 reactor of Fukushima No. 1 power plant--

TEPCO...Residents staying in the radius of 20 km and 30 km from Fukushima Daiichi are

requested to stay inside the houses or buildings.

22.23 The BBC's Matt Frei in Tokyo says spent fuel rods in reactors five and six are also now

believed to be heating up.

22.21 Everyone is watching the direction of the wind. Currently it is blowing out to the east into the

sea but if it blows south then radioactive matter could be blown towards Tokyo 250km away.

22.16 Tokyo Electric Power is currently saying that no further explosion has been heard at reactor

four where another fire has broken out.

22.09 Tokyo Electric Power has told journalists that the fire is in the outer housing of reactor four's

containment vessel. Fire engines are tackling the blaze. It is not clear what started it. An employee

confirmed smoke was pouring from the number four reactor at the plant, a TEPCO spokesman told

reporters. On Tuesday, a fire broke out in the reactor's fuel storage pond — an area where used

nuclear fuel is kept cool — causing radioactivity to be released into the atmosphere.

22.05 Lester Holt, an anchor for NBC NIghtly News tweets:

My team and I have increased our distance from nuclear plant. Reporting on Nightly News tonight

http://twitter.com/norishikata
http://twitter.com/LesterHoltNBC
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from mountains west of Sendai.

22.01 Reuters says the fire is at reactor 4. It has been raging since 05.45 local time.

21.59 Tokyo Electric Power (TEPCO) has denied that two missing plant workers from reactor four

went missing after Tuesday's explosion and insisted that they have been lost since the earthquake and

tsunami struck Fukushima.

21.51 A further fire has broken out at Fukushima plant, according to local media, althought it is not

clear which reactor is affected. Flames are visible from what is reported by the BBC as reactor four.

Tepco has confirmed that another fire has broken out.

21.46 CNN correspondent Gary Tuchman tweets:

Large snowstorm right now in the Japanese tsunami zone. It couldn't have come at a worse

time for the homeless and the rescuers.

21.40 Japan's nuclear safety committee say radiation levels of 400 millisieverts an hour had been

recorded near Fukushima's No.4 reactor earlier today. Exposure to over 100 millisieverts a year is a

level which can lead to cancer. The workers who have stayed behind to cool the reactors are being

hailed as heroes.

21.35 Tokyo Electric Power says it has scrapped a plan to use helicopters to pour water into reactor

four whose overheating fuel storage unit was emitting radiation. Spokesman Hajimi Motojuku said

that helicopters were deemed impractical, but that other options were under consideration, including

fire engines.

21.15 Mark Willacy, North Asia correspondent for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC),

testifies to continuing aftershocks across the country. He tweets:

strong quakes all night. Building here in nthn Japan creaking and rocking. One went on for

about 20 to 30 seconds

21.11 France's ASN nuclear safety authority chief President Andre-Claude Lacoste told a news

conference in Paris:

We are now in a situation that is different from yesterday's. It is very clear that we are at a

level six, which is an intermediate level between what happened at Three Mile Island and

http://twitter.com/GaryTuchmanCNN
http://twitter.com/#!/markwillacy
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Chernobyl.

"We are clearly in a catastrophe," Lacoste added, citing the deterioration of the containment structure

at Daiichi 2 as one of the key elements supporting the ASN's more pessimistic assessment.

20.57 Hundreds of workers have now been evacuated from Fukushima No 1 plant. Those left are

battling the radiation leak as they try to cover the fuel rods with sea water.

The BBC's Aidan Lewis says: "The few dozen who are left have faced explosions and fires as

they rush to pump sea water into overheated reactors. The workers are being rotated in

and out, to try to limit their exposure to radiation. They are also assumed to be wearing

sophisticated protective clothing."

20.55 Japanese authorities said they may pour water from helicopters to stop fuel rods from being

exposed to the air and releasing even more radioactivity.

We have no options other than to pour water from a helicopter, or to spray water from the

ground," a spokesman for operator Tokyo Electric Power Co (TEPCO) said on television.

"We have to take action tomorrow or the day after.

The water in the containment pool of reactor number four may have been boiling earlier, Kyodo News

reported.

20.48 The two missing workers were reportedly in the turbine area of reactor four when the explosion

occurred, a news conference has been told. They have not been identified.
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20.39 The US-based Institute for Science and International Security (ISIS) has warned that Japan's

nuclear crisis could possibly become a level 7 event. It currently agrees with the assessment of

France's Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN) that the incident at Fukushima should be classified as level 6

on the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES), one below Chernobyl. Following a number of

explosions and a fire at the plant which released dangerous levels of radiation, ISIS said the situation

had "worsened considerably" and was now closer to a level 6 event. "It may unfortunately reach a level

7," it added.

20.39 Sky News is reporting (quoting Reuters) that two workers are missing from reactor four since

the explosion there at 6am local time on Tuesday. The roof of that reactor is cracked and has led to a

spike in radiation.

20.26 Apparent criticism of Tokyo Electric Power. The head of the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA), Yukiya Amano, has said he wants more timely and detailed information about

developments at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant from the Japanese authorities. "The problem is

very complicated, we do not have all the details of the information so what we can do is limited," he

told a news conference in Vienna, according to Reuters. "I am trying to further improve the

communication." Mr Amano said the UN agency planned to send a team of experts to Japan, possibly

to help with environmental monitoring.

20.21 A tsunami the size of the one that hit Japan is a once-in-a-thousand years event, a leading

seismologist has told the BBC. Dr Roger Musson said there were similarities between the last week's

ten-metre waves and another giant wave that hit the Sendai coast in 869AD.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-12740649
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20.20 China is the first government to organize a mass evacuation of its citizens.

20.17 Telegraph.co.uk has compiled satellite images showing the damage to the Fukushima nuclear

plant.

19.52 Japan's Hamaoka nuclear plant is operating safely after a new earthquake of 6.1 magnitude

struck the eastern Honshu region southwest of Tokyo, the UN atomic watchdog said. The International

Atomic Energy Agency said that its Incident and Emergency Centre had "confirmed with Japan that the

Hamaoka nuclear power plant, situated an estimated 100 kilometres from the epicentre ... continues

to operate safely." Of the plant's five reactors, units 1 and 2 "are decommissioned, unit 3 is under

inspection and not operational, and units 4 and 5 remain in safe operational status after the

earthquake," the IAEA said in a statement.

19.40 Japanese operators have been considering the removal of panels from the No.5 and No.6

reactors at its damaged Fukushima nuclear power plant to prevent any hydrogen build-up, the U.N.

nuclear watchdog said. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) noted that it was a build-up of

hydrogen at the plant's 1-3 units that had led to previous explosions at the complex since Friday's

massive earthquake and tsunami.

"Units 5 and 6 were shut down at the time of the earthquake ... both reactors are currently

loaded with fuel," the Vienna-based agency said in a statement.

19.20 Continued concerns over reactor four at Fukushima. The BBC's Chris Hogg in Tokyo says that,

in the early hours of Wednesday morning in Japan officials fear the water level is still too low.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/article8384347.ece?token=-1679211427
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19.10 U.S. regulators should continue to approve construction licenses for new nuclear power plants,

Barack Obama's top energy official has said. Energy Secretary Steven Chu said lessons could be

learned from Japan but that was not a reason to delay expansion in the United States.

19.03 Tokyo Electric Power has given out a press release confirming that an explosion did take place

inside reactor four at 6am local time damaging the roof top of the unit. That means four explosions

within four days. It reads:

At approximately 6:00am, a loud explosion was heard from within the power station.

Afterwards, it was confirmed that the 4th floor rooftop area of the Unit 4 Nuclear Reactor

Building had sustained damage...TEPCO, along with other involved organizations, is doing its

best to contain the situation.

It begs the question why this explosion was not made public before? It took place before the blast at

reactor 3 in the early hours of Tuesday morning local time. Perhaps it was not as loud and therefore

not as obvious?

18.58 Noriyuki Shikata seeks to reassure over the dangers posed by radiation. He tweets:

WHO (World Health Organisation) says, in a nuclear power plant accident, the general

population is not likely to be exposed to doses high enough to cause acute effects

18.53 Air monitoring equipment on the US Navy's aircraft carrier George Washington found low

levels of radioactivity from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant as the carrier sat in dock at

Yokosuka naval base, a spokesman for the US Seventh Fleet has revealed. Commodore Jeff Davis said

military staff and their families at the base had been advised to stay indoors and seal their homes as

much as possible.

18.46 There is increased consular assistance for Britons in Japan. A Foreign Office spokesman said:

Given the scale of the disaster, Foreign Office ministers yesterday decided to provide a

higher level of support than the standard consular assistance package for those directly

affected by the earthquake and tsunami, and their families. This includes those who do not have

travel insurance.

This assistance includes help with transport out of the immediate danger zone and from Sendai to

Tokyo; financial support for people who need essentials such as food, accommodation and

clothing, and telephone calls home. This higher level support is currently being put in place by

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/11031504-e.html
http://twitter.com/#!/norishikata
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our consular teams on the ground in north-east Japan.

18.41 The president of the EU Council, Herman Van Rompuy, said Europe is ready to assist Japan if

asked. He said:

An earthquake powerful enough to make the world wobble on its axis, a massive tsunami,

an emergency in nuclear power stations. Any one of these would be a tragedy. Thousands

of people have died and this has turned this tragedy into a catastrophe.

18.31 The United States is not recommending that Americans should leave Tokyo, the White House

said. However, foreign firms set up evacuation plans in Tokyo and parts of northern Japan. German

software group SAP said it was evacuating its offices in Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya and had offered its

1,100 employees and their family members transport to the south, where SAP has rented a hotel for

staff to work online. Chip maker Infineon, another German company, said it was looking to move its

staff of around 100 from Tokyo to the south, but most seemed reluctant to move. "We've offered to

move staff to the south but only a small amount ... have decided to go," said a spokesman.

18.26 Report from the BBC's Chris Hogg in Tokyo who says there are now believed to have been four

blasts at Fukushima. The fourth reportedly occured in reactor four, where spent fuel rods are stored,

he says.

18.24 Writing in the Wall Street Journal Yoree Koh says that the Japan crisis has seen prime minister

Naoto Kan take a back seat in terms of public appearances. Koh comments:

The prime minister's public appearances have become increasingly rare in the days since

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703566504576202282101031702.html
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his visible tour through the ravaged region. Instead, Mr. Kan's tireless right-hand man, Yukio

Edano, has emerged as the country's front man, guiding the country through the unprecedented

crises.

18.20 Japan stocks end down more than 10 percent while $620 billion wiped off stock market in 2

days, Reuters reports.

18.10 A pump technician at the Fukushima plant tells Associated Press that he was in the complex

when Friday's earthquake hit. Speaking at an evacuation centre wit his 4-month-old baby, Shoma, he

says:

I worry a lot about fallout. If we could see it, we could escape, but we can't.

18.00 Daniel Kahl pays tribute to the lack of violent behaviour in Japan despite the crisis. He tweets:

Tokyo is a ghost town tonight. No people on the streets. Even the entertainment districts.

Eerily quiet. But Tokyo is amazing. Even with blackouts, train problems, no rioting, no

looting, no robberies.

17.48 Five hundred bone marrow transplant centres across Europe are being asked to be on standby to

treat Japanese radiation victims if the need arises. The European Group for Blood and Marrow

Transplantation (EBMT) has alerting its members, which include 3,000 medics in specialist units, the

BBC reports.

17.46 Steve Herman, Seoul bureau chief for Voice of America warns of more aftershocks for Japan.

He tweets:

Quake warning for Tochigi, Nagano, Ibaraki, Saitama, Chiba...Epicenter forecast just off

shore of Ibaraki-ken.

17.43 Mosheh Oinounou, Bloomberg TV International Editor, tweets:

Ending the night in Tokyo w/ a sense of uncertainity--whether city residents & investors

will try to return to normalcy and get out of dodge

17.41 Liberal Democrat MEP Fiona Hall said there should be a moratorium on further nuclear power

developments in Britain pending a new debate on safety concerns. She said:

The key issue at Fukushima is not the earthquake but the failure of back-up systems during the

http://twitter.com/#!/DanielKahl
http://twitter.com/W7VOA
http://twitter.com/Mosheh
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emergency shutdown.

17.40 Apple Inc said it will delay the launch of the iPad 2 tablet computer in Japan.

17.38 France's prime minister has ordered safety checks of all the country's 58 nuclear reactors after

Japan's tsunami-related nuclear troubles. Francois Fillon says France should determine the plants'

capacity to resist earthquakes or floods, and use the information from the checks "to reinforce

security" at atomic reactors. France is more dependent on nuclear energy than any other country

17.34 The Japan Times describes how earthquake survivors in remote areas are running out of gas. In

many cases there are no major transport links and there is not enough kerosene to keep heaters

running in the ongoing cold weather.

17.23 Japan will take at least five years to reconstruct its earthquake and tsunami afflicted regions as

it balances the need to rebuild houses, roads and power grids with planning for disaster-proof

infrastructure. As the world's third largest construction market, Japan has the resources, skills and

social cohesiveness required to rebuild quickly, but that the disaster will spur it to think even harder

about urban planning and protection, experts say.

Abhas Jha, programme leader at the East Asia disaster risk management unit of the World Bank,

said:

Reconstruction after the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan took a bit less than five years, I would

expect reconstruction here to last five years.

http://search.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/nn20110316b1.html
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17.22 India has ordered imported Japanese food products to be tested for radioactivity.

17.17 A quirky offer of help from the Russian president Validmir Putin, according to the Wall Street

Journal. The keen judo fan has apparently offered for the Japanese judo team to train in Russia along

with their families.

17.14 Channel 4's Sarah Smith tweets:

Recent aftershock in Tokyo has been upgraded to 6.4. So no need to feel embarrassed

about finding it really quite scary. It offically was

17.09 Europe's energy Commissioner Guenther Oettinger has dubbed Japan's nuclear disaster an

"apocalypse", saying Tokyo had almost lost control of events at the Fukushima power plant. He saidin

remarks to the European Parliament:

There is talk of an apocalypse and I think the word is particularly well chosen. Practically

everything is out of control. I cannot exclude the worst in the hours and days to come.

17.07 Unsurprisingly perhaps there are huge queues of cars as people evacuate the Fukushima

prefecture. However, there is also an increasingly significant stream of citizens leaving Tokyo and

travelling further south in a bid to avoid rising radiation levels.

17.04 The disaster at Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant could slow worldwide development of nuclear

technologies and further complicate the battle against climate change, the International Energy

Agency (IEA) said Tuesday. Agency chief Nobuo Tanaka told reporters during a visit to Oslo:

I recognise increased public fears currently surrounding the nuclear sector due to the

events in Japan. While I understand the public reaction, I am concerned about the effect it

could have on support for this technology, given its important role in achieving both energy

security and a low-carbon economy.

17.01 The United Nations World Health Organization (WHO) is monitoring the situation in Japan and

has an emergency network of radiation doctors who are ready to be deployed if needed. The

organization provides public-health expertise in managing and preventing exposure to radiation

according to international standards.

http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2011/03/15/putin-invites-japanese-judo-team-to-train-in-russia/
http://twitter.com/sarahsmithC4
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16.51 Japan's Deputy Cabinet Secretary for Public Relations Noriyuki Shikata tweets:

Japan has received offers of assistance from over 100 countries/regions and 14 int'l

organizations! Thank you all so much!

16.47 Russia's Far East region is nervously monitoring for radiation but experts said any threat was

reduced by favourable weather. With the region's main city Vladivostok no more than 1,000

kilometres (600 miles) west of the Fukushima nuclear plant, officials have been measuring the

background radiation levels every hour.

16.44 Japan's transport ministry says it has imposed a no-fly zone over a 20-mile (30-kilometer)

radius around the stricken Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant.

16.39 The 70 year-old woman rescued after four days under the rubble has been named as Sai Abe.

Her son said he had tried to save his mother but could not get her to flee her home in the port town of

Otsuchi. His relief at her rescue, he said, was tempered by the fact that his father is still missing. He

told AP:

I couldn't lift her up, and she couldn't escape because her legs are bad," Hiromi Abe said on

national television. "My feelings are complicated, because I haven't found my father."

16.36 The U.N. nuclear watchdog chief says there might be limited core damage at the No. 2

unit of the earthquake-stricken Fukushima power plant. Yukiya Amano, director general of the

International Atomic Energy Agency, told a news conference that there was a "possibility of core

damage" at unit 2. "The damage is estimated to be less than 5 pct."

http://twitter.com/#!/norishikata
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16.33 Tokyo Electric Power could still be held liable for the problems at its nuclear power plant as

the Japanese government has not yet decided whether to classify Friday's devastating earthquake an

"exceptional" natural disaster, according to Reuters. Japan's 1961 Act on Compensation for Nuclear

Damage states the operator of a nuclear facility will not be responsible for any damage caused by

their reactor if it was due to "a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character or by an

insurrection".

16.30 The Government should urgently provide transport to rescue British citizens who are "stuck" in

Sendai, Labour MP Russell Brown (Dumfries and Galloway) has said. He raised concerns that a

constituent's son, wife and baby were unable to leave a hotel in the coastal area.

16.22 The head of French power giant GDF Suez has said that gas will figure more prominently in

Japan's energy provision although atomic power must remain an option. Following a third explosion at

the Fukushima Daiichi plant it is understood that at least one reactor has been compromised and is

leaking radioactive material. According to the head of France's Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN), the

concrete casing around the plant's No. 2 reactor, which is designed to contain radioactive debris, is

"no longer sealed."

16.15 The radiation plume from the damaged nuclear power plant could reach Tokyo, a U.S. scientists

group has said. The group said a "jerry-rigged" cooling system at the plant would be hard to maintain if

all workers there were evacuated, Reuters reports. Nuclear power and safety experts at the Union of

Concerned Scientists said they were "very concerned" that ongoing activities at the plant would

become more challenging for on-site workers. A larger radiation plume could travel hundreds of

miles (km), the scientists said in a telephone briefing.
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16.12 European countries have stepped up the evacuation of their citizens with radio reporters and an

orchestra among those to be repatriated, AFP reports. The French government called on the national

carrier Air France to lay on extra flights to bring citizens home.

16.10 140,000 people have been ordered to seal themselves indoors following a nationally televised

statement by Prime Minister Naoto Kan said radiation had spread from the four stricken reactors of

the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear plant along Japan's northeastern coast.

16.06 The EU has now come to an agreement to carry out "stress tests" on nuclear facilities on a

voluntary basis.

16.03 Japan's Tokyo Electric Power Co has now said that levels of cooling water at the No.2 reactor

of its Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant are recovering smoothly. Fuel rods at the No.2 reactor

were exposed fully on Monday, raising worries about overheating and meltdown.

15.58 Experts have warned that the western US should be braced for a similar disaster to the one that

hit Japan on Friday, claiming it is overdue for a huge earthquake and tsunami.

The so-called Pacific "Ring of Fire" has recently erupted with earthquakes in Chile, Japan, Mexico and

New Zealand, and seismologists believe the next big one could happen in the US, with the San Andreas

Fault and the Cascadia Subduction Zone off the Pacific Coast thought to be most at risk.

A 9.0 quake in this underwater fault that stretches from the northern tip of California all the way to

Canada's British Columbia could simultaneously rattle major port cities of Vancouver, Portland and

Seattle, unleash a massive tsunami and kill thousands of people, scientists said.

15.46 The EU is considering whether to carry out "stress tests" on all of Europe's nuclear power

plants as it attempts to learn from the crisis in Japan.

The developments came as Guenther Oettinger, the EU energy commissioner, raised the prospect of a

nuclear-free future for Europe, telling Germany's ARD television: "We must raise the question if we

in Europe, in the foreseeable future, can secure our energy needs without nuclear energy."

15.41 The Telegraph's graphics team has put together another series of images showing the scale of

devastation across dozens of suburbs, using aerial images taken before and after the earthquake and

tsunami.

Hover over the images to see the changes that swept across the towns on Friday.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/8383522/Aerial-photos-taken-over-Japan-have-revealed-the-scale-of-devastation-across-dozens-of-suburbs-and-tens-of-thousands-of-homes-and-businesses..html
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15.35 The latest news from the US Navy is that 17 helicopter crew members had to be

decontaminated after flying search and rescue missions.

15.30 The Red Cross has attacked fraudsters who it claimed tried to "profit from human suffering"

through a fake online appeal for victims of the disaster in Japan.

E-mails claiming to be from the Red Cross asked for donations to an account at online payment

company Moneybookers, but the Red Cross group said the account was "totally unrelated" to its appeal

and had now been closed down.

15.26 The magnitude of the Shizuoka quake has been upgraded to 6.4, according to Kyodo news.

Earlier Japanese authorities placed it at 6.0 and American Geologists rated it as 6.1.

15.16 Tepco is considering using a helicopter to pour water over Fukushima Daiichi 's reactor four

in the coming days in a desperate attempt to cool the spent fuel pool, amid concerns the water inside

may be boiling.

15.08 Officials from Japan's Meteorological Agency are briefing media on this afternoon's smaller

earthquakes felt near Tokyo.

The tremor which had its epicentre at Shizuoka was the first with a magnitute higher than six ever to

strike that area, but no emergency committee was called as the location of the quake was relatively far

from Friday's quake. Experts are unsure whether the two were related.
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14.59 Channel Four's Sarah Smith writes on Twitter:

TV tells us aftershocks in Tokyo so strong we need to move anything that might fall on us while we

are sleeping tonight

14.54 Reports from Japan are clarifying that the recent aftershock in Tokyo was actually two separate

tremors, one to the north-east measuring 5.8 and one a few minutes later to the south-west, measuring

6.0 according to Japanese officials or 6.1 according to the US Geological Survey.

14.48 Meanwhile Reuters is reporting that a growing number of US military personnel in Japan are

being exposed to low levels of radiation, but that a spokesman claimed all exposure was within safety

limits.

However, the US Navy has announced that some warships arriving in Japan will take position on the

west coast of Honshu instead of the east coast as planned, because of "radiological and navigation

hazards".

14.46 The aftershock in Shizuoka, which was felt as far away as Tokyo, has injured at least two

people and sparked power failures across much of Shizuoka, according to the AFP agency. But two

nuclear reactors located in the area continued to function normally.

14.41 The IAEA is reporting that yesterday's explosion at the Fukushima Daiichi  plant may have

affected the integrity of the main containment vessel of unit two, according to Reuters.

The organisation adds that a no-fly zone has been put in place 30km around the plant.

14.39 As countries across the world seek to reassure their citizens that their nuclear power

stations are safe, Iran's president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has claimed his country's power

plants are more modern than Japan's and are not at risk.

He said: We have observed all security measures at the Bushehr nuclear plant.

The security standards there are the standards of today. We have to take into account that the

Japanese nuclear plants were built 40 years ago with the standards of yesterday.

14.33The Telegraph picture desk has put together a new gallery of some of the most shocking

pictures of the damage caused by the earthquake and tsunami.

Here's an example of the remarkable photographs.

http://twitter.com/#!/sarahsmithC4/status/47670717302571008
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/picturegalleries/worldnews/8383342/New-pictures-reveal-the-power-of-the-earthquake-and-tsunami-in-Japan.html
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14.15 Sean Brocklehurst, a CBS News producer, tweets from Japan: Power outages & fires

reported in Shizuoka following tonight's massive aftershock

14.13 The US Navy has announced it has detected low levels of radiation at two bases 200 miles north

of Fukushima nuclear plant, and recommended that staff and families stationed there stay indoors

where possible. One of the bases concerned is Yokosuka - more details when I get them.

In a statement the Seventh Fleet said: "These measures are strictly precautionary in nature. We do

not expect that any United States federal radiation exposure limits will be exceeded even if no

precautionary measures are taken."

Meanwhile Austria has announced it plans to relocate its embassy from Tokyo to Osaka due to the

unpredictable situation of the earthquake-hit power plants.

14.06 A quick update from America, where the Dow has now fallen 284.87 points (2.38 per cent) in

early trading

14.05 Health experts have been forces to issue a statement on iodine pills after the nuclear threat

sparked a wave of panic buying, with online bids exceeding $500 (£311) for a single packet.

The UN's health agency, the World Health Organisation, emphasised that the pills are of limited use,

adding that the pills are "not radiation antidotes".

13.48 The American financial markets have opened, and the Dow Jones has opened down 152.88
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points (or 1.27 per cent) following early drops in the Nikkei and FTSE.

13.46 Nick Allen has sent another update from Tokyo, where the transport system is failing

to keep up with overwhelming demand:

Long, long queues for trains in Tokyo. Commuters lined up side by side in double queues to get

into subway stations. One line stretched around several city blocks. Trains in the usually hyper-

efficient Japanese capital were still facing disruptions but commuters seemed to bear the delays

patiently.

13.40 Strong aftershocks measuring 6.0 have just been hitting Tokyo four days after the earthquake

struck. The epicentre was located in Shizuoka, about 120 kilometres (75 miles) southwest of the

capital.

13.26 Professor John Beddington, chief scientific adviser to the government, has assured

David Cameron that the measures Japan is taking to deal with the nuclear threat - such as a

20km exclusion zone around Fukushima - are "proportionate".

He said earlier today it would be wrong to compare Fukushima to Chernobyl: "The point about the

Chernobyl thing was, it went up to thirty thousand feet or so and it continued for months on end.

The sort of thing that would happen with an explosion in Fukushima would actually be relative

duration, hours at the absolute most.

"What happened with Chernobyl was that the graphite core caught fire and you got radioactive

material being putting out to a very great height over a very long period and pretty much went

round the world. That radioactive material then went in to the food chain, sheep ate it and

concentrated it. That was the problem. It’s totally different here in Japan."

13.23 Mark MacKinnon, a reporter for Canadian newspaper the Globe and Mail, tweets:

In Rikuzen-Takata, Iwate prefecture, I was told up to 40 per cent of pre-tsunami population of

24,000 may be dead.

13.18 Officials in Japan have put the latest death toll at 3,373. There are 6,746 people missing and

1,897 injured so far, police said.

13.13 The main story throughout the day has been centred on the Fukushima nuclear plant, where

there have now been three explosions and a fire. The Kyoto news agency has issued a status update to

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/journalists/nick-allen/
http://twitter.com/#!/markmackinnon/status/47638309454884864
http://english.kyodonews.jp/news/2011/03/78242.html
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distinguish exactly what has happened, at which reactor, as of Tuesday evening:

In addition, current reports are that radiation is believed to be leaking from Reactor No. 2, where

the concrete container has been damaged.

Fukushima No. 1 (Fukushima Daiichi)

Reactor No. 1 Cooling failure, partial melting of core, vapour vented, hydrogen explosion, seawater

pumped in.

Reactor No. 2 Cooling failure, seawater pumped in, fuel rods fully exposed temporarily, damage to

containment system, potential meltdown feared.

Reactor No. 3 Cooling failure, partial melting of core feared, vapor vented, seawater pumped in,

hydrogen explosion, high-level radiation measured nearby.

Reactor No. 4 Under maintenance when quake struck, fire caused possibly by hydrogen explosion at

pool holding spent fuel rods, pool water levels feared receding.

Reactor No. 5 Under maintenance when quake struck.

Reactor No. 6 Under maintenance when quake struck.

Fukushima No. 2

All four reactors shut down cold.
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12.58 Key figures from the earthquake, tsunami and nuclear threat in one document: The Telegraph's

Andrew Hough and Martin Evans have been compiling a breakdown of the disaster by numbers.

12.45 Lufthansa has announced it is diverting all Tokyo-bound flights to other Japanese cities until

Sunday at the earliest.

In America, the Federal Aviation Administration has said it is prepared to reroute Japan-bound flights

if the nuclear situation becomes worse.

12.41 With all that in mind Nick Allen has an update on radiation levels in Tokyo:

"The Tokyo Metropolitan Government says radiation reached 20 times normal levels in

the capital today, although it posed no risk to health. The Japan Times reports Iodine and cesium

substances were found in dust particles in the Setagaya ward."

12.36 The radioactivity levels at the entry to the plant have fallen by a factor of 30 since this morning.

The IAEA says a radiation dose level of 0.6 mSv (milliSieverts) per hour was observed at the main

entrance of the Fukushima plant at 6am GMT, down from 11.9 mSv per hour six hours earlier.

The confusing thing about the readings that have been trickling in throughout the day is that some are

reported in milliSieverts, and others in microSieverts. One milliSievert is equivalent to one thousand

microSieverts.

A normal level of background radiation we experience is two milliSieverts per year. At a level of 100

milliSieverts per year the risk of cancer increases, whereas a single dose of 1,000 milliSieverts is

enough to cause temporary radiation sickness, and a single dose of 10,000 milliSieverts causes death

within weeks.

12.24 Meanwhile TEPCO has said it could por water into the number four reactor at Fukushima

Daiichi  within two to three days, according to Reuters.

12.20 Kyodo News reports that radiation levels at the Fukushima Daiichi plant have risen too high

for staff from the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) to remain in control rooms at the site.

Workers cannot stay in the room long and so are going in and out alongside monitoring from a

different room, according to Reuters.

12.13 A diagram which explains normal levels of radiation exposure and the side-effects of higher

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8383218/Japan-earthquake-disaster-by-numbers.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/journalists/nick-allen/
http://twitpic.com/49mm4l
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levels of contamination is doing the round on twitter, putting the figures being released by authorities

into perspective.

Radiation levels around the reactors as of mid-morning were recorded as up to 400 millisieverts.

12.09 ...and in a further update, Reuters reports the IAEA has monitored 150 people in Japan for

radiation levels, conducting decontamination measures on 23 of them.

12.02 The IAEA claims Japanese data suggests radiation levels are falling at the Fukushima plant.

11.52 The head of France's Nuclear Safety Authority (NSA), which in the past hour upgraded the

seriousness rating of the Fukushima threat from five to six out of seven, has announced that the

http://www.twitter.com/
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concrete vessel around the number two reactor - designed to contain radioactive debris - is "no longer

sealed."

Earlier reports claimed two eight metre holes had been blown in the exterior of one of the plant's

reactors, initially thought to be reactor number four. But given these comments by Andre-Claude

Lacoste, it may be that the earlier reports in fact referred to reactor two.

11.38 John Harris, a nuclear expert, has been explaining the current nuclear threat on Sky News, after

three blasts which he said were likely to have been hydrogen explosions:

It seems to me to be getting more serious as days go by. The hydrogen can only have come

from one place and that is from water in the core coming into contact with overheated fuel.

The fact that we have now had three hydrogen explosions tells me almost certainly that the

reactor cores must be quite badly damaged.

My guess is that it could well have distorted to the point of meltdown, where some of the core

would melt and start to drip down into the bottom of the reactor. And that is serious.

11.23 The French nuclear watchdog the ASN has rated Fukushima as six out of seven on its scale of

gravity in its latest risk analysis. It had previously been rated at five, but the escalating problems have

seen the risk level raised. Other international authorities have consistently rated the risk as four out of

seven, Sky News reports.

11.10 Meanwhile, here is the latest update from the Telegraph's Nick Allen on the ground in

Tokyo, where the pleas by authorities to conserve power do not seem to have been taken on

board:

In Tokyo it seemed few were heeding the government’s request to conserve power. In the

downtown Asaka district skyscrapers were brilliantly lit up as usual with office lights on despite

most people having already left work.

11.05 With the picture changing every minute and across each different area affected by the

earthquake, tsunami and nuclear threat, here are the major stories currently unfolding across Japan:

Minamisanriku Around 1,000 bodies were found in the town of Minamisanriku, which has a

population of 17,000, but around 8,000 people are still missing.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/journalists/nick-allen/
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Fukushima Authorities confirm radiation from the Fukushima plant has entered the atmosphere,

there are now fears it could enter the food chain.

Fukushima No-fly zone has been set for an 18 mile-radius above the Fukushima nuclear plant.

Tokyo Low levels of radiation have been detected and do not currently pose a threat.

Rikuzentakata City of with a population of 23,000 people almost completely wiped out. More than

80 percent of the city was flooded. 300-400 bodies found.

Miyagi region UN weather agency says winds are dispersing radioactive material over the ocean.

Sendai Long queues for fuel and at the supermarkets. In town of Ichinoseki, rations are now in place.

11.04 Time Out Tokyo tweets that Yoko Ono has sent out a message to the people of Japan, in

which she recalls explaining to her late husband John Lennon that "it was important to be

protected by a structure" when an earthquake hit.

She adds: "The earthquake John, Sean and I experienced was not at all like the one you just

experienced. But still my body is now shaking tonight from the memory of it."

10.58 In Japan, Kyodo news agency reports that electricity rationing is to be extended to the north

east of the country starting on Wednesday as authorities struggle with massive power loss following

the earthquake and tsunami.

10.57 Staying with Germany, Merkel says all safety questions about German nuclear plants will be

answered by 15 June. Germany has also agreed with France to put a nuclear safety initiative forward

for approval by the G20.

10.50 The AFP agency reports that seven nuclear reactors in Germany will be temporarily shut down

following the Chancellor's announcement.

Meanwhile, Vladimir Putin has followed Germany by ordering a review of the Russian nuclear sector.

10.47 A significant development for Europe as Angela Merkel , the German Chancellor, says all

nuclear plants which began operation before 1980 will be shut down following the radiation leak at

Fukushima.

On Monday she had said: "Events in Japan ... teach us that risks that were thought to be completely

http://twitter.com/#!/TimeOutTokyo/status/47611342756134912
http://imaginepeace.com/archives/14081?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter
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impossible cannot in fact be completely ruled out."

Locals make their way along twisted train tracks through the tsunami devastated remains of Kesennuma (EPA)

10.44 The latest information on the second rescue of the day (see 09.26) is that the man was pulled

from a collapsed building in Ishinomaki City, Miyagi prefecture, 96 hours after the tsunami struck.

10.30 However, there is more positive news from the UN weather agency which says winds are

dispersing radioactive material over the ocean, and there is no danger for Japan or the region as long

as the weather conditions remain the same.

10.27 In the Pacific near Japan, the aftershocks continue. An earthquake with a magnitude of 6 was

measured off the coast of Honshu this morning.

10.04 Reports that the water inside the waste fuel storage pool at Fukushima Daiichi 's reactor four

is boiling have been backed up by an official.

Hidehiko Nishiyama told the Associated Press that "we cannot deny the possibility of water boiling"

but would not comment on the potential risk from the rising remperatures caused by the failure of

systems to keep the spent fuel rods cool.

10.01 Twitter user Sandra Barron has published a list of blood donation centres around Japan,

as rescue teams continue their search for more survivors.

10.00 Meanwhile the rolling blackouts across Japan have become more severe since Friday. TEPCO

says its blackout for Tuesday is expected to affect 5 million households - a marked rise from the

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/usc00023e1.php
http://twitter.com/#!/sandrajapandra/status/47595623372951552
http://www.kenketsu.com/jp/e20r.html
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113,000 households affected on Monday. This is at least partly attributed to the great number of trains

that have resumed operating.

09.56 After authorities announced radiation from the Fukushima plant had entered the atmosphere,

there are now fears it could enter the food chain, according to experts. Lam Ching-wan, chemical

pathologist at the University of Hong Kong, said:

The explosions could expose the population to longer-term radiation, which can raise the

risk of cancer. These are thyroid cancer, bone cancer and leukemia. Children and foetuses

are especially vulnerable.

For some individuals even a small amount of radiation can raise the risk of cancer. The higher

the radiation, the higher the risk of cancer.

09.45 The disaster in Japan has led to much soul-searching among the world's nuclear-enabled

nations, many of whom have announced safety reviews of their own facilities following the

crisis.

Members of Japan's Self Defence Force walk past the body of a woman in Rikuzentakata (REUTERS)

09.40 Ominous news for Tokyo as the Kyodo News Agency reports that radiation levels in Chiba,

which neighbours the capital, are more than 10 times above normal levels, according to Reuters.

Reuters also reports that the two eight-metre holes at reactor four are in a wall of the outer building.

Meanwhile Tokyo Electric Power Company says 750 workers have been withdrawn from the

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8382181/Japan-earthquake-governments-order-urgent-nuclear-safety-reviews.html
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Fukushima Daiichi plant since Tuesday morning in Japan, with 50 remaining to try and handle the

problems with the reactors.

09.26 Another (male) survivor has been found alive after a 70-year-old woman was rescued in Iwate

prefecture, according to Reuters.

09.24 The Japanese nuclear safety agency says there are two eight-metre holes in the wall of

Fukushima no.4 outer building after the blast there, Reuters reports.

09.19 Japan Times reporter Setsuko Kamiya tweets: "Weather forecast for the quake-hit

Northern Japan from tonight and tomorrow is snow. It's going to be cold..."

09.09 The rescue of the elderly woman comes a day after a four-month old baby was pulled from

rubble, having survived for three days since the earthquake.

09.03 More details are emerging of the 70-year-old woman found alive four days after the disaster

struck (see 08.51).

Osaka fire department spokesman Yuko Kotani says the woman was found inside her house that was

washed away by the tsunami in northeastern Japan's Iwate prefecture.

The unnamed woman was said to be conscious but suffering from hypothermia and is being treated at a

hospital.

08.59 The Japanese government is under incredible strain but it has been praised for its efforts to

protect the nation from radioactivity by the World Health Organisation.

Spokesman Gregory Hartl said: "So far the Japanese have taken all the necessary measures,

evacuation, sheltering and prepositioning stocks of potassium iodide...These seem to be the public

health measures generally agreed upon for the level of exposure that exists at the moment."

http://twitter.com/#!/jt_kamiya/status/47582403547496448
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8381411/Japan-crisis-four-month-old-girl-offers-rare-glimmer-of-hope.html
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A woman and her aunt are reunited for the first time since the earthquake and tsunami hit Rikuzentakata (REUTERS)

08.51 Officials in Japan say rescuers have pulled a 70-year-old woman from the rubble four days after

the earthquake hit. More on this as it comes in.

08.42 The Kyodo News Agency reports that although the fire in Fukushima's reactor four has been

put out, the spent fuel pool may now be boiling, reducing the amount of water inside.

The sea water was pumped in to prevent the fuel rods inside from being exposed, so this update may

be a fresh concern for authorities.

08.38 I've just seen the fuller statement from Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano, and they appear

better than anticipated. The radiation level at the main gate of the Fukushima Daiichi complex,

which at midnight was 11,930 microsieverts per hour, was down to 596.4 microsieverts by 06.30.

08.35 If, like me, you have been wondering how a reactor core is able to melt, then have a look

at this explanation of exactly what happened and what might happen next by Richard Alleyne,

the Telegraph's Science Correspondent.

08.33 The latest word from the Japanese government is that radiation levels at the Fukushima plant

are now falling, having spiked sharply earlier.

The government's chief spokesman said the earlier high reading could have been caused by rubble

from Monday's explosion at one reactor rather than from any continuing leak, but this is unconfirmed.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8382199/Japan-crisis-QandA-What-might-happen-next.html
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A patient in a wheelchair is evacuated from a tsunami-affected hospital at Otsuchi, northeastern Japan

08.26 The Nikkei's third largest drop in its history seems to be having an effect in Britain, as the FTSE

100 falls more than 100 points on opening.

On the Japanese market, the BBC's Robert Peston tweets: "On one measure, Japanese share

prices have fallen more over 2 days than since Oct 1987 crash. Japanese government

bonds have also dropped

"The cost of insuring Japanese debt, a measure of perceived risk, has risen to record - so Japan

seen as less creditworthy than Estonia"

08.22 Here's a quick round-up of the international reaction to the crisis in Japan.

China has announced it will evacuate its citizens from the areas worst affected by the earthquake,

tsunami and subsequent damage to nuclear reactors.

The British Foreign and Commonwealth Office has advised against all but essential travel to Tokyo

and north eastern Japan, but said there are currently no plans to evacuate Brits in the country.

In France, the foreign minister has claimed the threat from the damaged nuclear reactor in Japan is

"extremely high" in a meeting with G8 ministers.

The European Union Energy Commissioner Guenther Oettinger has called for Europe to consider

whether it can meet its energy needs without nuclear power.

Radiation levels rise in Russian city of Vladivostok, 500 miles northwest of Japanese nuclear plant,

http://twitter.com/#!/Peston/status/47548401792974848
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but stay within normal levels

08.11 As chaos continues in north eastern Japan, stoicism and unity are coming to the fore.

Andrew Gilligan spent the night with a family in Koriyama after his hotel was evacuated.

08.00 (see 07.46) It appears the agency reports of the fire at the unit four reactor did indeed refer to

much earlier this morning. Apologies for the confusion, but to confirm - the fire at unit four has been

put out.

07.56 Reuters has filed a thorough update of the numbers missing and confirmed dead across Japan:

Miyagi prefecture, northeastern Japan

* At least 1,254 people confirmed dead in Kesennuma, Higashimatsubara, Sendai and other cities, but

local authorities fear more than 10,000 people may have died in the prefecture alone.

* Around 1,000 bodies were found in the town of Minamisanriku. On several shores of the Oshika

peninsula, around 100 bodies have been found but officials fear the number could rise to more than

1,000.

* Minamisanriku has a population of 17,000, but around 8,000 people are still missing.

* In Wakabayashi district of Sendai around 50 bodies have been collected from the area.

Iwate prefecture, northeastern Japan

* At least 675 people confirmed dead, including those in the cities of Ofunato and Rikuzentakata.

* The city of Rikuzentakata, with a population of 23,000 people, was "almost completely wiped out",

the fire department says. More than 80 percent of the city was flooded. No information yet on how

many survived, and so far 300-400 bodies have been found.

* In neighbouring Ofunato, about a quarter of the houses in the city has been destroyed. At a nursing

home, 47 people died.

* In the town of Otsuchi, out of a population of 15,000 people, 12,000 people are missing. A 75-year-

old woman was rescued on Tuesday, about 92 hours after the quake.

Fukushima prefecture, northeastern Japan

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/journalists/andrew-gilligan/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan/8375373/Japan-earthquake-live.html
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* About 492 people, including those in Iwaki and Minamisoma cities, are confirmed dead. Around

2,070 people are missing.

Number dead in other districts

Tokyo - 7; Chiba - 16; Ibaraki - 19; Aomori - 3; Tochigi - 4; Kanagawa - 3; Hokkaido - 1; Yamagata - 1;

Gunma - 1

07.54 An ITN camerman in Japan tweets: Radio and TV in Tokyo telling residents in Tokyo to stay

indoors.

07.49 Meanwhile the Telegraph's Nick Allen in Tokyo has written about the panic ensuing in

the Japanese capital as above normal levels of radiation are detected.

The latest view of the Fukushima plant, where reactor number four was on fire this morning, releasing radiation into the

atmosphere. (AP)

07.46 There is some confusion over the report below, which it now seems could refer to the earlier

update from the IAEA, before they confirmed the fire had been put out. Apologies for the chaos - an

example of what happens when dozens of news agencies report on the same story. I'll clarify the

situation asap.

07.38 Further serious problems are being reported at the Unit 4 reactor at Fukushima, where earlier a

fire was reported to have been put out.

http://twitter.com/rovingcameraman/status/47563855290834944
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Now the IAEA reports the spend fuel storage tank has caught fire, releasing radioactivity directly into

the atmosphere.

07.36 As the pressure rises in Japan, Prime Minister Kan has apparently attacked the operator of the

Fukushima plant as engineers battled to prevent a nuclear disaster.

The Kyodo News agency claims one of its reporters overheard the Prime Minister making a critical

remark during a meeting with executives of Tokyo Electric Power Company at its head office.

He is reported to have said: "The TV reported an explosion. But nothing was said to the premier's

office for about an hour...What the hell is going on?"

07.28 Meanwhile, for official updates on the radiation threat, you may be surprised to learn the

International Atomic Energy Agency has a Facebook page, with all the latest information.

07.17 There have been a variety of different reports this morning about the extent to which radiation

leaking from the Fukushima plant is above normal levels, but here is a summary of what is being

reported:

The World Nuclear Association reports that dose rates of up to 400 millisievert per hour have been

detected. Exposure to over 100 millisieverts a year is a level which can lead to cancer.

In Maebashi , 100km (60 miles) north of Tokyo, radiation levels are ten times the normal level

(Kyodo news agency)

In Tokyo, "minute levels" of radiation have been detected but these do not currently pose a threat.

In Saitama, near Tokyo, radiation is 40 times the normal level - still not enough to cause damage to

humans.

06.59 As very low and non-threatening levels of radiation are detected in Tokyo, Shintaro Ishihara, the

city's conservative governor has apologised after after describing the earthquake as "divine

punishment".

The 78-year-old politician, who is hoping to be re-elected on April 10, had earlier claimed Japanese

people were becoming "greedy", saying: "It is necessary to wash away the greedy mind ... by using

tsunami...I think that it is divine punishment."

He retracted his remarks today, telling a news conference: "(The remarks) hurt victims, Tokyo

http://www.facebook.com/notes/international-atomic-energy-agency-iaea/japan-earthquake-update-15-march-2011-0615-cet/201874423175685
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residents and victims...I deeply apologise."

06.51 Some more grim financial news as Singapore's DBS Bank estimates last week's earthquake and

tsunami will cost the Japanese economy about $100 billion (£62 billion).

06.49 CNN's Sanjay Gupta tweets that the USS George Washington has identified low levels of

radioactivity - 175 miles from the Fukushima plant.

06.45 A positive development as Reuters reports that the fire at the number four reactor building at

Fukushima Daicihi - which the International Atomic Energy Agency said was leaking radioactivity into

the atmosphere - has been put out.

06.41 The latest official update from police is that more than 1,000 people are dead or unaccounted

for in one of the worst affected areas, Iwate prefecture, alone.

06.38 Time Out Tokyo tweets that the CouchSurfing website has compiled a list of people near

the affected areas of Japan willing to take evacuees into their homes.

06.33 That drop in the Nikkei index (see 06.21) is the third biggest fall in Japanese history, according

to the Kyodo News Agency.

06.29 The International Atomic Energy Agency has confirmed that radioactivity has been released

into the atmosphere from the Fukushima plant, and that Japanese authorities have told them they

believe the fire at a fourth reactor was possibly caused by a hydrogen explosion.

06.21 Shares are 10.55 per cent down at the close of trading in Tokyo following the government's

admiossion that the radiation leaks could threaten human health, the BBC reports.

05:50 China's national airline, Air China, has cancelled flights to Tokyo as concerns over the nuclear

crisis grow.

05:34 Thailand will randomly test imported Japanese food products for possible radiation

contamination, the country's Food and Drug Administration has said.

05:19 Naoto Kan, the Japanese prime minister, has sent a text message to mobile phones users across

the country, asking them to conserve power for four days after the earthquake and tsunami took out

about a fifth of the nation's nuclear power capacity.

05:06 A no-fly zone has been set for an 18 mile-radius above the Fukushima nuclear plant, the Kyodo
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news agency reports.

04:44 Panic has been sweeping Tokyo after a rise in radioactive levels around the Fukushima nuclear

plant to the north of the city, causing some residents to leave the capital and others to stock up on

food and supplies. Several embassies advised staff and citizens to leave affected areas, tourists cut

short holidays and multinational companies either urged staff to leave or said they were considering

plans to move outside the city. In one sign of the panic, Don Quixote, a multistorey, 24-hour general

store in Tokyo's Roppongi district, was sold out of radios, flashlights, candles, fuel cans and sleeping

bags.

04:33 While the rest of the world focuses on the unfolding nuclear crisis at Fukushima, our

reporter Peter Foster has reached Rikuzentakata, a five and a half hour drive north of Tokyo,

which had a population of 17,000. A local woman told Peter that some 10,000 people have died there.

She said they wouldn't believe the tsunami warnings because the town is 4km inland and up in the

mountains, they didn't think the water could come this far. Her father and mother died.

The town has complately gone, two rivers converge here, but it is up in the mountains, it is like an

alpine village, the water just funnelled up the rivers and the scale of the destruction is

astonishing. I covered the 2004 Boxing Day tsunami but I've never seen anything like this.

I'm standing on a bridge and there's a whole load of sea buoys washed up here, the whole valley

below has been wiped out, it is difficult to believe.

04:12 China's nuclear safety agency has said it is "closely monitoring" developments at Japan's

earthquake-hit nuclear plant and strengthening checks on radiation levels in China but not detected any

increase so far.

04:00 The Nikkei stock index is down 12 per cent as fears of a nuclear crisis escalate.

03:57 "Minute levels" of radiation have been detected in Tokyo, Kyodo news agency said, quoting the

metropolitan government. They do not pose any threat to health.

03:31 Japan's nuclear safety agency says the fire at No. 4 reactor of the Fukushima nuclear plant has

been extinguished.

03:26 Mariko Sanchanta, The Wall Street Journal's bureau chief in Tokyo, says the Reuters report that

the French embassy had said a weak radioactive cloud could be expected in Tokyo within 10 hours is

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan
http://twitter.com/sanchanta
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not true.

03:24 Hamish MacDonald, a reporter for Australia's Ten Network, tweets: "Hearing hundreds

of displaced people in camps inside #Fukushima exclusion zone are telling their families not to

risk coming to get them."

03:19 Jon Snow, reporting from Japan for Channel Four, tweets: "We are evacuating frm

Sendai Japan after further nuke blast fukushima we moving north Japan PM on radio says 'don't

panic'."

CNN's Kyung Lah is doing the same: "Moving north of Sendai now."

Twitter reports say most networks are pulling out of the region over safey concerns.

03:12 To recap, here is the latest AFP update:

Radiation levels near a quake-stricken nuclear plant are now harmful to human health, Japan's

government said after two explosions and a fire at the facility. "There is no doubt that unlike in the

past, the figures are the level at which human health can be affected," said chief government

spokesman Yukio Edano. Tens of thousands have already been evacuated from a zone within a radius

of 12 miles from the Fukushima No.1 plant, 155 miles northeast of Tokyo. But Prime Minister Naoto

Kan urged people living within six miles of the exclusion zone around the plant to stay indoors.

Earlier a blast hit the number-two reactor there. And Edano later said there was also an explosion

which started a fire at the number-four reactor.Although the number-four reactor was shut for

maintenance when the quake and tsunami struck last Friday, "spent nuclear fuel in the reactor heated

up, creating hydrogen and triggered a hydrogen explosion". He said radioactive substances were leaked

along with the hydrogen.

03:00 Winds of 6-18mph are heading mainly West and South from Sendai, near the stricken nuclear

reactors, according to NHK World weather. The Meteorological Agency says the winds are heading

slowly towards the Kanto region, and Tokyo but will shift westerly later on.

02:57 TimeOutTokyo tweets: "So as not to spread panic we want to stress that [the evacuation

order] is just for the aforementioned towns. Edano said Tokyoites can go about life as usual."

02:48 Here is a list of the towns that need to be evacuated.

02:39 NHK reports that the fire at the No. 4 reactor will carry the radiation up to 18 miles away.
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Anyone within 18 miles of the plant should brush themselves down thoroughly - hair, clothes, skin -

before going inside. Once inside, wash thoroughly. Shut the windows and turn off air conditioning.

02:32 Peter Foster, one of our correspondents in Japan, reports from Sendai: "We're seeing long fuel

queues, but also long queues at the supermarkets in Ichinoseki for rations. We've just stopped and

managed to secure some food by getting a shop owner to open his vending machines. Everywhere else

we've stopped they're not working because of power shortages."

02:20 Yukio Edano, the chief cabinet secretary, says: "As of 10.22am, we are talking about

radiation levels that can damage human health."

"The further you can get away from the plant, the safer it is."

Mr Edano said that the No. 4 reactor at the Fukushima Dai-ichi complex was currently on fire.

02:11 Low-level radioactive wind from the damaged Fukushima nuclear power reactor in northern

Japan could reach Tokyo within 10 hours, based on current winds, the French embassay in Japan has

warned.

The statement urged French citizens in the city to stay indoors, close the windows and not to panic.

02:05 Mr Kan say that radiation readings from the reactor is "very high" and everyone within

the 12 mile radius of the No 2 plant must evacuate. Everyone within a 12 mile to 18 mile radius

should remain indoors, he says.

"We are making every effort so that if there's an explosion, no further leakage of nuclear material

would happen.

"I would like to ask the nation that, although this is a situation of great concern, that you act very

calmly."

01:58 Naoto Kan, the prime minister, is due to hold a press conference shortly.

01:56 Japan's nuclear safety agency suspects the explosion may have damaged the reactor's

suppression chamber, a water-filled tube at the bottom of the container that surrounds the nuclear

core, said agency spokesman, Shinji Kinjo. He said that chamber is part of the container wall, so

damage to it could allow radiation to escape.

"A leak of nuclear material is feared," he said. He said the agency had no details of possible damage to

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/japan
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the chamber.

01:23 Radiation is feared to have leaked after the container vessel was damaged at Fukushima's

reactor 2, the Kyodo news agency is quoting Tokyo Electric Power Company as saying.

01:05 The official death toll from the earthquake and tsunami has reached more than 2,400, according

to police.

The National Police Agency said 2,414 people are confirmed dead and 3,118 missing, with 1,885

injured from the disaster which struck on Friday afternoon. However, the estimated number of dead is

more than 10,000.

00:47 Workers have been evacuated from the number-two reactor at the Fukushima No.1 nuclear

power plant after it was hit by an explosion Tuesday, a Tokyo Electric Power Co. spokesman said.

An official from Japan's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency told AFP "that workers near the reactor

No.2, excluding those who are pumping water to cool the reactor, have been evacuated."

But the official added: "the evacuation does not mean there are in a crisis."

00.28 Bank of Japan pumps 5 trillion yen ($61 billion) into money market

00.20 Radiation levels in the air surrounding Japan's quake-stricken nuclear power plant have risen

four-fold after a fresh explosion at the site on Tuesday, the plant operator said.

The radiation reading at 08:31am local time (2331 GMT) climbed to 8,217 microsieverts an hour

from 1,941 about 40 minutes earlier, Tokyo Eletcric Power Co said.

Japanese authorities say levels would need to reach 1 million or so before causing large-scale

radiation sickness.

00.13 This is a rather useful diagram showing how boiling water reactors (should) work.

00.09 Steve Herman, Voice of America Bureau chief based in Seoul, tweets:

Japan Nucl. & Industrial Safety Agency: Reactor's pressure-suppression system likely damaged

00.04 @englishbyjohnny tweets:

Radiation levels are more than 3x the amount a human would experience in a year at the entrance

http://www.nucleartourist.com/type/bwr.htm
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of #fukushima plant.

He adds: BREAKING: Also, some kind of vapor or steam has collected in the upper portion of

building 3. Yet to be identified. #Fukushima

00.01 Higher radiation levels have been recorded in a region north of the Japanese capital Tokyo after

a blast at a quake-hit nuclear power plant, Kyodo News reported. It said the increased levels were

detected in Ibaraki prefecture between the capital and Fukushima, where the nuclear plant is located.

There were no immediate details and no official confirmation.
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